Questions for *The Golden Goblet* Chapters 1-5

Answer these questions in **complete sentences**. Watch your **spelling** and **punctuation**.

1. What was Ranofer's occupation?
2. Why was Ranofer living with his half-brother?
3. What were his feelings for his half-brother and why?
4. What did Ranofer suspect Gebu and Ibn of doing?
5. Name the occupations mentioned in the City of the Dead.
6. How was gold being smuggled to Gebu from the Goldsmith's?

Choose **one** essay question to write a paragraph about. Make sure you have **restated** the question as your opening sentence. Your paragraph should be **5 or 6 sentences** long.

1. Describe the beliefs of the Egyptians regarding the dead and some of the practices they did to insure happiness and favor of their dead.

2. Describe the Ancient's life.
Questions for *The Golden Goblet* Chapters 6-10

Answer these questions in **complete sentences**. Watch your **spelling** and **punctuation**.

1. What were the dangers of the stonecutting business?
2. How did Ranofer feel about stonecutting?
3. What happened that Ranofer began to eat at least one good meal a day?
4. What was the Ancient's advice about learning a trade, even if it is one of stonecutting?
5. What did Zau, the Chief Goldmaster, tell Ranofer about what he would do for him?
6. What was Ranofer looking for in Gebu's room and what did he find?

Choose one essay question to write a paragraph about. Make sure you have **restated** the question as your opening sentence. Your paragraph should be **5 or 6 sentences long**.

1. How was Hequet a good friend to Ranofer?

2. Describe the golden goblet.
Questions for *The Golden Goblet* Chapters 11-16

Answer these questions in complete sentences. Watch your spelling and punctuation.

1. What did Gebu do to protect his possessions and to notify him if his items were tampered with?
2. What was the Great Festival of Egypt?
3. Who had followed the last tomb robbers and discovered their crime?
4. What scared Ranofer into the tomb?
5. What guarded the bodies of the dead?
6. Who did Ranofer tell about his half-brother's crime?

Choose one essay question to write a paragraph about. Make sure you have restated the question as your opening sentence. Your paragraph should be 5 or 6 sentences long.

1. Describe the Valley of the Dead.

2. Gebu's plot was a common one during this time of tomb robbers. Describe in details the plot.

3. Describe the tomb Ranofer found himself in.

4. What do you think happened after the story ended?
Golden Goblet Chapters 1-5 Comprehension Test

Directions: Fill in the oval next to the correct answer.

1. Ranofer worked for a?
   - O goldsmith
   - O embalmer
   - O baker
   - O mason

2. Ranofer lived with?
   - O Hequet
   - O Ibni
   - O Gebu
   - O Zau

3. Gold was being smuggled in?
   - O bread
   - O a winebag
   - O sandals
   - O clothes

4. The Egyptians believed the dead lived ________ years in Eternity?
   - O 30,000
   - O 3,000
   - O 300
   - O 30

5. Ranofer's father was?
   - O Ibni
   - O Zau
   - O Thutra
   - O Gebu

6. Ranofer ____________ his half-brother?
   - O liked
   - O hated
   - O loved
   - O enjoyed

7. Which of the following was something Ranofer was not experiencing?
   - O hugs
   - O screams
   - O beatings
   - O hunger

8. What seemed to be Gebu's biggest problem?
   - O smoking
   - O working
   - O money
   - O drinking

9. Tomb robbers were punished by?
   - O life in jail
   - O shooting them
   - O ran out of Egypt
   - O hung on the palace walls

10. Ranofer was more ______________ than ____________________?
    - O hungry/brave
    - O honest/afraid
    - O hungry/scared
    - O afraid/honest
Golden Goblet Chapters 6-10 Comprehension Test

Directions: Fill in the oval next to the correct answer.

1. The golden goblet was found by Ranofer in:
   - [ ] the goldsmith's shop
   - [ ] the stonecutter's shop
   - [ ] Gebu's room
   - [ ] Ranofer's things

2. Ranofer and his friends decided to _________ on Gebu and his friends?
   - [ ] hit
   - [ ] spy
   - [ ] spit
   - [ ] jump

3. Zau would take Ranofer on as a student if he did what?
   - [ ] pay him
   - [ ] worked for him
   - [ ] spy for him
   - [ ] changed his circumstances

4. Ranofer began suspecting Gebu because
   - [ ] he was now always happy
   - [ ] he fed Ranofer like a king
   - [ ] he started spending lots of money
   - [ ] he spent more time with Ranofer

5. Ranofer was scared of _______________ at night?
   - [ ] robbers
   - [ ] ghosts
   - [ ] murderers
   - [ ] cats

6. Ranofer met his friends for?
   - [ ] lunch
   - [ ] festivals
   - [ ] dinner
   - [ ] spying

7. What tasted like heaven to Ranofer?
   - [ ] fish
   - [ ] bread
   - [ ] cheese
   - [ ] figs

8. One in Ancient Egypt often protected their property by?
   - [ ] a clay seal
   - [ ] a wooden lock
   - [ ] a steel trunk
   - [ ] a guard servant

9. Ranofer hated his job at the:
   - [ ] goldsmiths
   - [ ] masons
   - [ ] embalmers
   - [ ] stonecutters

10. Who was not a friend to Ranofer?
    - [ ] Hequet
    - [ ] Gebu
    - [ ] Zau
    - [ ] Ancient
Golden Goblet Chapters 11-16 Comprehension Test

Directions: Fill in the oval next to the correct answer.

1. The Great Festival was celebrating:
   - Pharaoh's birthday
   - the harvest
   - Nile's flooding
   - tomb robbers caught

2. Why did Ranofer think tomb robbing was such a big crime?
   - property was someone else's
   - cost taxpayers a lot of money
   - he didn't get a share of it
   - affected the dead in the After Life

3. Who was not involved in the crime?
   - Hequet
   - Gebu
   - Setma
   - Wenamon

4. What was in the tomb that Ranofer mentioned to the Queen to convince her of his story?
   - a girl guard
   - a wreath of flowers
   - her father's staff
   - her mother's jewels

5. What did Ranofer ask for as his reward?
   - gold
   - a donkey
   - a home
   - food

6. The tomb robbers entered the tomb by?
   - a secret key
   - a secret tunnel
   - a secret hole
   - the front entrance

7. Ranofer was ____________ to tell the Queen of the crime?
   - determined
   - too scared
   - hoping not
   - ashamed

8. Who suspected they were being followed?
   - Ibni
   - Gebu
   - Wenamon
   - Setma

9. What were the walls inside the tomb made of?
   - plaster
   - wood
   - brick
   - stone

10. Ranofer felt ____________ about turning his brother into the Queen?
    - hesitant
    - anxious
    - fearful
    - overjoyed